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ABSTRACT

Employing an analogy between thermally induced and irradiation induced

creep, physical arguments are used first to deduce a one—dimensional

constitutive relation for metals under stress in a high temperature and

high neutron flux field. This constitutive relation contains modified

superposition integrals in which the temperature and flux dependence of

the material parameters is included via the use of two reduced time scales;

linear elastic , thermal expansion and swelling terms are also included.

A systematic development based on thermodynamics, with the stress, tempera-

ture increment and defect density increment as independent variables in the

Gibbs free energy, is then employed to obtain general three—dimensional

memory integrals for strain; the entropy and coupled energy equation are

also obtained. Modified superposition integrals similar to those previously

obtained by physical argument are then obtained by substituting special

functions into the results of the thermodynamic analysis, and the special

case of an isotropic stress power law is examined in detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metals under stress at elevated temperatures experience time dependent

strain , i.e., the well—known phenomenon called thermally induced creep. As

general rule, thermally induced creep in a metal is considered insignificant

at temperatures below one third of the melting point. Similarly, metals

under stress in a high neutron flux field , even at temperatures well below

one third of the melting points, also experience significant creep strains.

This less well—known phenomenon is called irradiation induced creep. Gilbert

[1] summarized some of the possible microscopic mechanisms associated with

irradiation in metals, and observed that irradiation may “enhance” thermal

creep mechanisms as well as inducing new creep mechanisms. It is believed that

the most significant irradiation effect in a metal is the production of point

defects by the collision of high energy neutrons with the lattice atoms.

Thus the production of point defects forms an essential element in any study

of the enhancement of thermal creep and/or the inducement of irradiation creep.

The main purpose of this paper is to construct material constitutive

relations valid in a neutron flux field at high temperatures. Since Andrade’s

initial work in thermal creep early in this century , many mathematical models

have been proposed to represent a great accumulation of constant stress data.

These models can be generalized to variable stress by using the strain or

time hardening techniques (see [2]), and reasonably good results may be

obtained. In [3J, a single integral form of the constitutive relation is

obtained by applying the strain hardening technique to each thermal creep

component , and we follow this approach in the present paper. Also, since the

thermal creep properties depend strongly on temperature, a thermorheologically

simple material ii assumed and a thermal reduced time is employed (4) in the

4
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thermal creep compliance function.

As to irradiation induced creep, a limited amount of data has been

obtained during the past two decades [5 — 9] for various metals and alloys

in various geometries (e.g. rods, spring, etc.). Such data are generally

for the case of constant flux and constant stress, and it is found that  the

creep rates are dependent on the materials, their pre—irradiation treat-

ments, the temperature level, the stress level and the flux level. A

reasonable fit for these data is obtained by a creep model characterized

by the sum of linear elastic, steady creep and transient creep strain com-

ponents. The strain hardening technique may b’~ applied to generalize this

type model to the case of var1&~4 stress,which may then be expressed in

terms of memory integrals. The flux dependence of the material parameters

in irradiation induced creep plays a role similar to the temperature

dependence of the parameters in thermally induced creep, and thus we intro—

duce the concept of a “fluxorheologically”simple material and use an

irradiation reduced time in the irradiation creep compliance function. At

high levels of both temperature T and flux •, thermal and irradiation

creep - occur simultaneously (i.e. “thermoirradiation” induced creep), with

the material parameters depending on both T and ~~~. For this case , Rashid

[10] proposed a single memory integral with a modified reduced time contain-

ing functions of T and •. In this paper we use an alternate approach

whereby we superpose memory integrals with two distinct reduced times, where

both times contain functions of T and $ with one dominated by the thermal

dependence and the other by the flux dependence.

Constitutive relations are state equa tions in thermodynamics , and thus

they m ust be consistent with~f irst and second laws. Thermodynamic theory

has been applied to viscoelastic materials along basically two differen4~

4 
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approaches: (1) The energy functional approach of Coleman (ll],and (2)

The state variable approach of Blot [12] and Schapery [13]. Similar

results may be obtained 4hrough either approach, as discussed in [141.

Chang and Cozzarelli (151 employed the energy functional approach to obtain

a single integral constitutive relation for nonlinear thermoviscoelastic

materials. A similar approach was used in [161 to develop constitutive

relations for thermally and irradiatior. induced creep; the present paper is

essentially an amplification and generalization of that initial effort.

Although the neutron f lux • in irradiat ion creep produces an effect

analogous to that of the temperature T in thermal creep , • is an external

input and not an internal thermodynamic variable as is T. However, Makin,

Whapham and Minter [17] found that if annealing is neglected the rate of change

of the imperfection density ñ is proportional to the flux $. Based on

this observation, we employ the imperfection density n instead of the

neutron flux $ in our thermodynamic development.

An important contribution to the total strain in a high radiation field

is due to the swelling, which is analogous to the thermal expansion in a

thermal field . Swelling is defined as the volume change due to neutron flux

in the absence of applied stress. This phenomenon was discussed some t ime

ago by Cawthorne and Fulton [1.8], and since then various emper1~st equations

have been developed. In this paper, we assume that the swelling is simply

proportional to the fluence •t , as in [19, 201. Since • has been taken

here proportional to i’t,the swelling is thus proportional to the increment

in defect density. This establishes a direct analogy between swelling and

thermal expansion, which is of course propor tional to the increment in

temperature.

In Section 2, simple creep models deduced from one—dimensional creep
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test data are generalized to the case of variable stress, temperature and

f l ux , resulting in modified superposition integrals. In Section 3, the

thermodynamic development of the general three—dimensional single integral

forms of the constltutive relation is discussed in detail. In Section 4

we show that the superposition integral representation in Section 2 is in

fact a special case of the general representation in Section 3, obtainable

by selecting a special form for the Gibbs free energy. In Section 5, one—

dimensional expressions and compressibility effects are examined for the

special case of isotropic stress power laws. A short sunmmary then follows .
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2. PHYSICAL PRELIMINARIES

In—reactor creep strain c in metals is a complex function of stress

a, temperature T, and flux 4). For convenience, we classify it into three

categories: (1) Thermally induced (high T, low •), (2) Irradiation

Induced (low T, high ~), (3) Thermoirradiation induced (high T, high •).

One—dimensional constitutive relations for each of these categories of creep

are developed here by various physical arguments based on experimental

observation.

2(a). Thermally induced creep

Many models for thermal creep are given in [2], resulting in a variety

of strain—time relations which contain the effects of temperature and stress.

Following the approach in [3], we write the strain c, at time t, for

constant temperature T and constant stress ~~~, as a sum of linear

elastic, thermally Induced steady creep, thermally induced transient creep,

and thermal expansion components, i.e.,

+ ~~~~~~~T) + ÷~ F~’~cr.)[ I - e 9(-#~~~(1)tJ + CLr6o (1)
E

Here, E is the elastic modulus, 
~~~~ 

are functions of stress, °T is

a function of temperature, A~~
1
~ are constants , and is the coefficient

of thermal expansion for temperature increment, 0 T.- Tr, relo.hve 4o

constant reference temperature T .  In the remainder of this sec tion , we

first generalize Equation (1) to the case of variable stress and then generalize

it to the case of variable temperature.

Generalization to Variable Stress c(t)

The first term in Equation (1), the elastic strain, is, of course,

already valid for variable stress 0 ( t) .  Various techniques may be employed

to extend the second and third terms to the case of variable ~i(t). Follow-

ing the strain hardening approach in [3], we assume tha t each component of

4
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creep strain c~
1
~ may be written as a function of stress and strain , i .e.,p

.f ~~~~~~ (2)

Applying this approach to Equation (1) term by term, we obtain

~ t~(t) 
,~“ d~t~I) &~.(T ,) (3)

4. = A’~~ ,( T.) ~~ Cr t)) = 2 , ... , M (4)

where c is the steady creep and c
~
’1
~ 

is the i—tb component of

transient creep . With the use of an integration factor and an integration

by parts, an integral form of Equation (1.) valid for variable stress may be

obtained as

= -f. 4. J F } ~-)~~.(;) ttt’ +Z ~~
’
~~

(T.) e%pC-~~~~
(1,)tJ

.f esp (P~~~
(T.)t’)4 .~

a
~
)d.+’ + dT eO (5)

Equation (5) may also be rewritten in terms of memory integrals as

= _!. + S ~1(T.)(t - t ’) ~~~~~ ~~ ,

+ f - e~p [-~~~~(T0 ::-t’~~ ~t :Z .

(6)

The integrals in Eq. (6) are modified superposition integrals similar to the

type first introduced by Leaderman.

Generalization to Variable re~~erature T(t)

We assume that the temperature dependence of the material properties is

of the the rmorheologically simple type. As in (4], we introduce a reduced

t ime as

= ~~~~ 4*’ (7)

S.- - -

4 
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and transform real time space (x1
, t) into (x

1
, 
~~ 

space. For clarity , we

place a carat above each dependent variable in the new space , for example

~ ~~~~~~ a ~f (x ~,t) = ~ C x .., I ’
~~~~

)) 
(8)

where g
~~

(x
~~~T
) is the inverse of Equation (7 ).

Accordingly, Equation (6) becomes

+ j~r 
~~~~ 

- 4.;) ~ F)~~~~
A (i,) A

,~i ç ( I)  aF ~
( o )  ,

+ .Z S ~ ~~— ex p [— A ,. 
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~,

.

+01r 0 (9)

Finally, Equation (9) may be rewritten as

A 
A M 4~ 

A (1) ~ 

.
~~ (L)

(;) ~ A

= -~~
. +~~:, ~ ~~ f~~~~~1•~ 

a~~~_ 
~44~ + d~~~O (10)

where 
~~~~~~~~ 

are the thermal steady and transient creep compliance

functions f.. c~1. = 1 end. J~.
’
~(~1) exp ( A L ~.r

) , 1=2 ,~~- ,M.

Equation (10) may be represented by a non—linear generalized Kelvin model,

and the terms in the summation are modified superposition integrals for a

thermorheologically simple material. In the case where aging effects are

significant, a time hardening procedure may be used to generate creep com-

pliance. 
~T~

1’
~~ T ’ ~~) as in (3]; aging effects are also discussed in

detail by Krempl (21].

2(b). Irradiation Induced Creep

For emphasis , we sunuarize here some pertinent earlier remarks on irradia-

tion creep given in the introduction. Some data has been obtained for steels

and alloys by various constant stress and flux tests, such as the stretched

~

-- - - - “  

~~
---

~ 
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spring [5], pressurized tube [6) ,  bent beam [7] ,  torsion rod [8] and uniaxia].

tension [9], as summarized in [19). Although reliable data are still scarce

(especially at high fluences), a reasonable model can be constructed. It is

found that the expression for irradiation induced strain at constant flux

(4)) and constant stress (a) is similar to Equation (1). However , the

material creep parameters now depend on a function of the flux rather than of

the temperature, and the thermal expansion term in Equation (1) is replaced

by a swelling term. It is also found that, in the absence of aging (i.e.

annealing) ,  the flux is proportional to the rate of change of the point

defect density i%. For the convenience of our thermodynamic development,

we choose to express the material creep parameters as functions of i’m

rather that 4). The swelling term is often less significant than the other

strain terms, and we express it simply as linear in 4)~t. Since is -

proportional to ii , we may rewrite this term as linear in the imperfection

density increment v no~
nr 

relative to the reference n .  Accordingly,

~ = -
~~

.+  F
~
’
~~~~~~~~R u j t

~

N
+L F~

’ o~) ( i — e p ~—A~ ~L’A (n . t )  - ÷ o ~~VO
(11)

where F
R
(
~
) are f unctions of stress , 

~R 
is a function of i’m (i.e. flux),

A,~ 
(1) 

are constants and is the coefficient of swelling. Equation (11)

is remarkably similar to Equation (1), bu t in add ition to the replacement of

T by i’m and 8 by v , it differ. in two important respects: (1)

Whereas the FT~~~(a) are highly non—linear, the F
R~~~

(a
O

) are of ten chosen

linear , (2) While is an exponential—like function of temperature, 
~~ 

is

often linear in it (i.e. the flux).

- 4
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Proceeding by analogy with thermally induced creep , we may generalize

each irradiation induced creep term to variable stress by the strain hardening

technique (no aging) ,  and then to variable ñ by introducing an irradiation

reduced time

— I ~
j, 

~~~~~~~~~~~ A.L ’— 
-
~ 

X R % ~~~~ ))~~ 4I. (12)
Thus ,

Ag ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ + (13)

where are the irradiation induced creep compliance functions. Continuing

the analogy with thermally induced creep, we designate the material as

fluxorheologically simple. Note that, for all FR
(i) (a) linear , the summation

in Equation (13) may be dropped if a summed compliance is introduced. Finally,

we note that aging may be more significant in irradiation creep than in

thermally induced creep, and thus it may be necessary to employ a time harden-

ing procedure to generate the irradiation creep compliance functions

2 (c). Thermoirradiation Induced Creep

At high temperature and high neutron flux, the constitutive relation will

likely be some complicated extension and combination of Equations (10) and (13) .

Very little is known abou t this relation at present, but it appears that the

thermally induced creep parameters will now also depend on some weak function

of flux 
~T(à) i.e., irradiation enhancement) . For example , in [22],  the

thermally Induced creep rate is increased a factor shT equal to (1 + Bit).

Similarly, the irradiation induced creep parameters will depend on some weak

function of temperature •R (T) . An example of this i. given in (23) ,  where

a function •R (T) is given as exp(l.405—0.0027T) . Thus, the thermal and

irrad iation reduced times 
~T and are now replaced respectively by

— 4
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p
11T j~~~~~~~~ ’))~~1.( ( t ’))4t cmr4 ~~ 

= ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (14)

Utilizing these replacements in Equations (10) and (13), and assuming that

the results may be superposed, we obtain

A

= + L 5 1 j~~ ( 7~ 
- 24. ) 

~ 

d

~I 7 A A As~’ j ( ?~~~
’ ) ~ FR (e)

47
1 

~~~~~~ (15)
t~~~* 

0

The material characterized by this relation will be termed thermofluxorheologically

simple . In some cases , it may also be necessary to generalize the thermal

expans ion and swelling terms through the introduction of coupled functions such

as CT (‘.~,o) . There appeare to be no experimental evidence suggesting that

the thermal expansion term aT 0 be modified to include a dependence on V .

However , temperature may enter into the swelling term as in [24], where the

factor e x p 1( .~~~-)-[ ~~~ is introduced. In this paper , we assume that
RT RT )

a
T and d

R 
are independent of 0 and v.

Converting Equation (15) into real t ime space, we obtain the final result

_ + 
~~ J ~~

(.. )  
C 7~. 

(+) - 71 (~~‘)) ~ 
~~ dt ’

.1 3~
” ( 7~~( t ) — 7~~(t’ ) )  

aF~ (~ ) ~~, (16)

+oL r O 4o4~V

Thi. result differs from that given in (10] in two respects: (1) Two

physically different reduced time scales are present rather than one, and

(2) The nonlinear stress dependence is obtained by generalizing stress to

-4
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- 

functions of stress rather than by introducing stress into the compliance.

We now seek to show that Equation (16) is consistent with a thermodynamic

development of three—dimensional constitutive relations.

4
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3. GENERAL M~ 1ORY INTEGRAL

In the absence of neutron irradiation, the f irst law of thermodynamics

for infinitesimal theory (e.g. see [151) is given by the equation

_ _ _  - a = 1(- - + s - ~~- + T ~~~
) (in

Here, is the strain tensor , ajj the stress tensor ,

the divergence of heat efflux vector Q1, p the mass density (assumed

constant), C the Gibbs free energy ( G = j-t.L +1s , with 
~~ 

and

T as independent variables), s the entropy and u the internal energy.

When a metal is exposed to neutron f lux , additional energy is transferred

throughout the mass (by collision) primarily into two effects: (1) The

generation of local heating via lattIce vibrations, and (2) The production of

point defects. The rate of energy addition via the first effect may be

• expressed simply by the volume integral f rdv, where r is the strength of

a distributed internal heat source [25). In considering the second effect, it

seems reasonable to postulate that the rate of energy added per unit volume
e~4in the creation of point defect. is proportional to imp~ction density. Thus ,

we may express the rate of energy addition due to the second effect as

~~~
= - j e .~~~dv (18)

where the negative sign 1.. taken for convenience of later development and e

is a material property (the conjugate property to ii).

The global form of the first law of thermodynamics is now given as

+ Q + R • U (19)

Here, in addition to the usual rate of work (P) and time rate of change of

total internal energy (LI) terms, ther. is the rate of heat influx term ((s)
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as modified by the addition of a heat source component,and the new term

(it) as previously defined in Equation (18). For infinitesimal theory , the

P. Q and U terms may be written as

P ~~ J F ~iF. d V  + S . ~
Q
~J d V + S I ~!!~L d V  

. 

(20a)

Q= - S~~~~v + j
~

P r d V  (20b)

~ 
__ _

~~1s *r u ~c d V +f ~r ud VJ (20c )

where F~ is the body force and v
1 is the velocity. Combining Equations

(18) , (19) , (20) and the definition of C in the usual manner , we obtain the

extented version of local Equat ion (17) as

r - e ~~” — (
•
~ C1_ ~~~~ — T  ~s

— 
~~~ 

-
~~~~~

— - -
~~~ --- - r — f ~~ ~t (21)

where now the independent variables for C are a~~, T and it. The

second law i. expressed by the usual Clausius—Duhem inequality with a heat

source term

— r + — ~~~~ 
_
~T!T_ 

~rT a-t ?iI T ~~ 
— 

(22)

Combining Equations (21) and (22), and introducing v and 0 as

previously defined , we obtain for infinitesimal theory

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- __ _ _P - .

~

. -~~- - e  ~~ (23)

This inequality forms the basis of the development in this section, where

now the independent variable. are o~~ , 0 and v.

Proceeding in a manner similar to that in (15], as modified by the

addition of the new independent variable v, we express the Gibbs free

-

4 — - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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energy as

~ G
’ t ~ (X t),9(%~,~), I(X~.t)) + M, G(x ,t ) , i1(x~ t), ~

(24)

where C1 is the Gibbs free energy function (per unit volume) due to the

instantaneous response , and cM the Gibbs free energy function due to

memory . We postulate for GM the sum of nonlinear memory integrals

G
M,.Z ~‘ e,v) 5~~~C~~,8.i”) (25)

(r~ 
(y)

where f,,,,, , are tensor functions of a~~, 0 and v, and

the ~~~ are time dependent material properties.

Applying Leibnitz’s rule to Equations (24) and (25), we obtain the time

derivative

~~~~~~~~~ 
÷ ~4÷i~~~ 2J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4~~

’

~“ &‘) 9~..t(~~)-1()~~ ~~~ .f’ ç~ cr~ ?~I~J ~
‘
~t -~~“)‘~~~~

3(~~~~~ 1
) 

~~ ~~ 
.ii • (26)

We now substitute Equation (26) into inequality (23) and group terms to

obtain

— a .. + ÷~~ ~‘ 
a ‘~~

‘
~a{’} .!. !~AI ,~, a~ • 3~t —t’)

+ + 
~~z p 

~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

if....I — -
~
j -  +

~~ ~~~ ~ ~~

+ - e + 2.€. .~j  ~ imf
tq~ 

)~~~~~~~ -q~t’))~~~ !!_
~~~ 

“
~ 

1

+ 
~

H - 

- 

+ 
i LP)

(
L,p~ ?°?t’O~~ , 

~~
. 
~~~ 

(27)
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Inequality (27) must hold for arbitrary values of ~~~~~ , 
a 0~j /~ and ~~/ ?~ ;

this then implies the constitutive relations

= _~~
x 

•

~~ 

~ 
ac S~~~

?
~~~~?”k~

7%) d , (28a)
‘ r.I ao’~ °

fs ~ ~ ?fr a ?
t?~~) St’ (28b)

aG ~ 
“

~ 
‘
~~( 7’l+~~~7’i

t.,) , (28c)
•

As a consequence of Equation (28), inequality (27) now requires

T~ a~x~ (29)

where A is the dissipation function given by

A 

~~~~~~ ~ (+-* )?t 
(30)

Since Inequality (29) must be satisfied for any case, we may consider the

special case of uniform temperature field _
~~
!_ o which then requires

A. � O  (31)

Returning again to arbitrary , we obtain from (29) and (31)

• •~~ 
T. ~~~ (32)

This result is consistent with the Fourier heat conduction law

r~. L )øm~ (33)

and was obtained in a similar manner by Christensen in [261.
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F With the use of Equa tions (24), (25) and (28) , coupled energy equation
(21) may now be rewritten for infinitesimal theory as

rr  - A ~~~~~~~~ ‘?~4~) .
~~~ 

(34)

where the term in the brackets is the entropy s. A coupled energy equation

for linearized infinitesimal theory may be obtained by dropping the second

order term A.

In the following sections, we will show that superposition integral
(16) is in fact a special case of Equation (28 a).
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4. MODIFIED SUPERPOSITION INT EGRAL

in this section , we obtai n a three—dimensional constitutive equation
containing superposition integrals similar to those in Equation (16). To

this end, we will set in Equations (28)

P — M + N  (35a)

(r)

(35b )

Cr)

Cr) 
(Fr)it CO

~
j ) 

~ I,2,~~~~, M

EL (‘~ (35c)r = M + I ,.~~,M+M

Cr)

(r~ ~ 
(J ,.)~~1C~~.(t,) r • J , 2, ~~~ M

p~~ Mip ,~~~,M+N (35d)

and ~~‘ = + + f~~O + ev +kC~~ O~,a~Lt +k~~~g
t

÷h e~ + ~~~~~~~~
M Cr) 0.. , N (I) ¶ (p) ,

+Z(~~~~o)J~(Pf)~~f~~4.. +Z (3~~g(0)J (f~)~(c~j)d 
(35e)

• ru 0

Here (FT)
(r) and (F~) (r)

are functions of stress only, Cilki is the

linear elastic compliance, (aT)jj the thermal expansion coefficient, C0
the specific heat at constant stress, ~~ $ and e are initial values,

and p, h and (CI
R
)jj are new material constants.

Employing Equations (35a— e) in Equations (28) we obtain

N 4 Ir)

~ C~~ 
g~~+ C5L~r)~j 9 + I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~,

N * (Y)

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(36a)

~

- - --— - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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f’s r~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 + 

(36b)

e = + ( cs(*)~~ ~ 
+ he 4~ (36c)

where we have used an integration by parts and the conditions

Inserting the entropy (36b) into energy equation (34), we also

obtain

rr • -~~-‘+A ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (37)

Equation (36a) is clearly the desired extension of constitutive~quation

(16) to three dimensions. Entropy expression (36b) is the same as in linear

thermoelasticity, with the addition of the structure dependent term hv.

Finally, if we drop the second order dissipation term from coupled energy

equation (37) , we obtain the result of linear thermoelasticity supplemented

by the two new energy terms~r and _TrI4~
For an isotropic material, Fourier heat conduction equation (33)

reduces to

Q~~~ ?2... (38)
‘ax1

and then energy equation (37) becomes

# k4 ÷ A - f’c Tr(o~r
)j~~~ Tr J’ ~~ 0 (39)

F Finally, the stress—strain relation (36a) is written for an isotropic

..terial as

‘p” ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_A
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Cr)
M ~ Cr) ~‘iJ ~ (3~) ( ~~(*) - ~,kt’)) ~, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~

Ek
~~j}d*

’

I,, ________~~~ ir~ _ _ _ _ _

(40)
p_I I

Here, v and E are the elastic Poisson’s ratio and Young’s moduluse

respectively, and the subscripts I and II designate shear and bulk creep

compliance functions respectively. In the next section we discussed the

power law form of Equation (40) .

4 
--~~~~~~ 

~ ~. _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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5. ISOTROPIC STRESS POWER LAW

In (27], a nonlinear constitutive equation of the isotropic power

law type was developed for a three—dimensional viscoelastic material with

instantaneous and time dependent compressibility. The development was

based on the assumption that creep potentials may be obtained by raising

the elastic quadratic form to integer powers, and furthermore the creep

compliances used were for the generalized Kelvin model. In [15], Chang

et al. equated the integrated function in the Gibbs free energy (in our

case or 
~ R~iJ 

in Equations (25, 36a, 40)) to the derivative

) of the above mentioned potentials, and obtained the same single
‘ii

integral representation. In this section we shall also use these same forms

for the functions 
~
TT~iJ 

and 
~ R~i3 

in Equation (40), and furthermore we

will also utilize generalized Kelvin compliances.

Proceeding as described above, we obtain the isotropic stress power

law

~‘ti~
’ E~~~ J - ‘p1’ 

I,~)+4OS~ +O~~~
)
~~ J

+c,~ C;(7,~’-~r(~
’))*IcJz 

~ 6(s ~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ - ___

+ C3 Ct) 

~~~ 
- x, ~)J ~~~

‘

+~~ s*~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ; ~)J dt’

(41)

t
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In the above, is the first invariant of stress and J
2
1]./2s

ijsjj
is the second invariant of the stress deviator s

jJ
.o
ij—l/3akk6~~. Sub-

scripts Ts, Tt, Rs and Rt designate thermal steady, thermal transient,

irradiation steady and irradiation transient creep quantities respectively.

Accordingly, the various creep compl.iances are defined as

~ ~~~ t )

= I - exp (_ A T ? ~
(t)) k~~ i, ” , M

I — exp L_A ~ ’l~q (t)J k 2,-” ,N

(42)

in conformity with Equations (1) and (11). The powers m..~~, l4~
, inRe and

are all restricted to integers 0,1,2,...; the constants VTs~ “Tt ’ “Rt’~~1
are Poisson’s coefficients for the various creep components; and the CT5,

CR and ~~~~ are creep constants which multiply the various compliances.

The time dependent compressibility is displayed by forming the

contraction of Equation (41)

= 
I -21 ’s ~~ + 

(I 23 Cmf ; ( 7~(*) -7,Jt’))~~ 1U~ ~
S~ 2~S I~J

’
~Gj~)} dt’

+~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ 

fJ” 1)J dt’

+ ~~~~~ ~ (*)) - &K’))~~,{ [ij + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I.’f 1)J ~~~~~

‘

+

~~t ~~~~~ ?~~
) 1~

(t
~
) 

~~~
j [

~~~
+ .L ..~~~~. ~J’%~ç)J ~

+ 3eL~O (43)

4 
- 
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p This equation is useful in analyzing pressure test data.

For the one—dimensional creep test, ar
~~

_c7
0H(t) where is constant

and H(t) is the unit step function, and the flux and temperature are also

kept constant at $ and T .  Equation (41) then yields
(k)

= { -~L + (~~~~
P
~
T
~ !k~.1 ~~~~ I-

- exp (- tJ~ 1~,jJ H (t) + c~. O• ÷ o~~ i.’~
• 

~) 
(~~a)

~~~~~~~ + ? ~4) [ i-exp &u~~~,i~~J

- e~p(~t~~~JJ rn* + .1,4+ d~~

(44b)

In Equations (44) we have eliminated reduced times and 
~R 

by means of

Equation (14) with constant •T’ ~T’ 
•i and and we have also introduced

~~~~~~~‘~‘‘ (I+il~) ’~~~ ’~
’
~~~

(~~ )

2 m~ ÷i ,J~ ~~~~~~ 1 +

g)

( i + ~~fl~~2m,~~Ip ~4zm~si)
(C~,)

k) Co) 1k) “
~t/(2n~~+I)

j
~~~

!m
~
+s 

1L 4 —  2 ( + ~~ (4’5)
.
~/ 

(2  m~ + i) 

—•- • 
-- - - , •~~- ———- .—-——• - 
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The role of the various Poisson ’s coeff icients becomes clear when we

compare Equation (44b) with (44a). In [28] it is suggested that is c1o~e

to 1/2 while lie somewhere between “e and 1/2. Although some information

00 is given in (19], there appears to be no data available on ~~~~ On

comparing Equation (44a) with Equations (1) and (11), we see that we have

essentially obtained our initial equations. As remarked earlier, irradiation

creep is usually taken as linear in stress. Thus we may, with little loss

of accuracy , set n~”q~~~~l in Equations (44). Finally, one may readily

specialize energy equation (39) for the isotropic power law by evaluating

dissipation function (30) for this material, but as previously noted it is

comon practice to simply drop the dissipation function from the energy equation .

I
I
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6. SUMMARY

One—dimensional constitutive equations valid for thermal and irradiation

creep at constant stress were generalized to variable stress by utilizing

the strain hardening technique to obtain modified superposition integrals.

Thermal creep terms valid for variable temperature were obtained first by
OI~Sassuming a thermorheologically simple material , ~according1y introducing

a thermal reduced t ime to account for temperature dependence of the material
45,.,,,

parameters. Similarly, irradiation creepAvalid for variable flux were

obtained by assuming a fluxorheologically simple material, and introducing an

irradiation reduced time dependent on the~~~rate of change of the imperfection

density. An expression for thermoirradiation creep (i.e., temperature

and flux both high) was then obtained by superposition of the previous thermal

and ir~~diation creep terms, as modified by a redefinition of the two

reduced time scales to account for coupling. Linear elastic, thermal

expansion and swelling terms were also included in the one—dimensional

constitutive equation.

A systematic development based on the f irst and second laws of

thermodynamics then enabled us to obtain general memory integrals which

contain as a special case those previously obtained in the paper by

physical argument. The conventional forms of the infinitesimal laws of

thermodynamics were first modified to account for the effect of neutron

flux on local heating and point defect production. A Gibbs free energy

was assumed as the sum of an instantaneous function component and a memory

f unctional component with stress, temperature increment and defect density

increment as independent variables. As a result , three—dimensional an—

isotropic conetitutive equations were obtained for the strain, entropy and
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a material property conjugate to the defect density; the coupled energy

equation, dissipation function and heat conduction law were also obtained.

Modified superposition integrals similar to those previously developed

were then obtained by substituting special functions into the results of

the thermodynamic analysis. Finally, an isotropic stress power law was

obtained through the use of quadratic forms raised to integer powers, and

was then examined for three—dimensional time dependent compressibility and

one-dimensional Poisson contraction.

The validity of the analogy between thermally induced and irradiation

induced creep as presented here must ~~ course be tested against further

experimental evidence. However, we habe conclusively shown that the analogy

as deduced from simple one—dimensional data is consistent with a more

general thermodynamic development . We also point out that the analogy

should prove useful in reducing the complexity of future testing programs.
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